Australia’s Leading Experience Company, Hidden Door Experiences,
Releases We Clue, a Game-Changing Race-Style App

Sydney, Australia - Australia’s leading group experience company, Hidden Door Experiences, is pleased to announce the release of We Clue, a new
app developed for people to play Amazing Race-style city adventures with their friends, families and work colleagues.

All Sydney races on We Clue will be free until the end of August to coincide with the easing of COVID restrictions.

Designed to help users explore their city and compete in a fun and friendly competition, We Clue users can create teams, choose from existing races
or design their own race, solve clues as a team, and solve clues and puzzles while on the move.

As the COVID-19 restrictions start to lift, finding exciting and fun-filled activities for the whole family can be a challenge, thereby making We Clue an
ideal way out to balancing fitness, fun and adventure.

The simplicity of We Clue make it the perfect weekend adventure for anyone looking to inject some fun, clue-solving and laughter into their weekend.

“We Clue is designed so you can download the app and either design your own race or play one of the races we’ve crafted. As a gift to
Sydney-siders, all races are free until the end of August so it’s the perfect way to explore the city with your family or friends as we ease out of COVID
restrictions.”

“We’ve built over 40 ready-to-go races in Sydney with the rest of Australia and New Zealand to be online by Spring.” Says Will Gray, Founder of
Hidden Door Experiences

He says further, “No matter what your definition of a game is, We Clue has got you covered. From quirky photo challenges to cracking complex codes
like a guru, answering trivia questions as you comb the city immersed in speedy adventures around the city. All you need to do is choose a race,
choose your team, and you’re racing!”

We Clue has a list of curated races to get started, and users can design their competition from the app’s pick ‘n’ mix of We Clue Challenges.

Some of the thrilling features on We Clue include:

– Selection of curated races to choose from

– Create your custom race from scratch from our pick ‘n’ mix challenges

– Races vary in difficulty and duration to suit all ages

– Play as a solo team or against friends

– Automatic live race scoring

– Step-by-step and live GPS tracking to help your team navigate between challenges

– Share your experience across your social media accounts

– Get outdoors, have fun, be healthy and explore hidden areas of your city

We Clue is available now on iOS in the app store: https://apps.apple.com/au/app/we-clue/id1500706380

About The Company

Hidden Door Experiences provides group activities to over 20,000 people each year throughout Australia, Asia and the USA. Founded in 2008 with a
few simple principles scribbled on the back of a beer coaster that remain the core purpose of the business today; create unforgettable moments to
connect people with purpose.
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